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Executive summary

This paper focuses on the use of NHS data by private sector companies. It highlights the different elements that should be considered when the public and private sector partner to build a product or service based on data – i.e. what each side is bringing to the table. It looks at the challenges the NHS might face given the types of partnership that are developing on the ground and recommends a strategic national approach to resolve some of these issues.

Uses of healthcare data

Everyone and everything within the NHS generate data daily, from patients to doctors and nurses, MRI scanners to appointment booking systems. The primary purpose of this data is direct patient care which means that it is used to inform medical decisions about a patient’s treatment. Data held and collected by NHS organisations can be used for other purposes such as research by universities or by private sector companies, or for product and service development.

The value exchange

The private sector is an important partner to the NHS and plays a crucial role in the development of healthcare technologies that use data collected by hospitals or GP practices. It provides the skills and know-how to develop data-driven tools which can be used to improve patient care. However, this is not a one-sided exchange as the NHS makes the data available to build these tools and offers medical expertise to make sense of the data. This is known as the “value exchange”. The value exchange is specific to each product and service. The research uncovered that there is a lack of clarity over what a fair value exchange looks like. This is partly because healthcare data is an asset that no one knows how to adequately value. The paper builds a list of factors that have an impact on its value. However, it also highlights that the value exchange between the public and private sector is about more than just data.

Keeping society in the loop

Engaging with the public about how data about them is being used within the NHS is crucial. Various models have been developed to do so. There are, however, no public sector models or examples that allow patients to participate in the conversation about what fair value exchange with the private sector might be. The report recommends that this should change, and people should be given an opportunity to engage in these conversations. This is crucial to build a trustworthy system.

The healthtech ecosystem

To create a strong healthtech ecosystem whilst safeguarding the NHS’s constitution and patients’ trust, strong guidance and leadership will be needed to make sure the value of healthcare data is optimised.

Letting a thousand flowers bloom?

Research carried out for this report suggests that there is a wide variety of arrangements between the NHS and industry when there is access to data for research and product or service development purposes. However, it is difficult to gain an understanding of what the national picture is as there is no national registry describing data sharing agreements and the various types of commercial models that have developed on the ground. The paper presents the first classification of the different models that can be found.
National strategy

It is crucial for the Department of Health and Social Care to ensure that local bodies are not creating perverse incentives in the system. A commercial model might seem fair at GP practice or Trust-level but could be detrimental at a national level. For example, a hospital could receive a financial revenue from a partnership it has engaged in, because of the way it was structured. This might be fair at a local level, but this increases the risk of some Trusts becoming richer than others. The paper presents a table of various other commercial models that could be explored. All models have advantages and disadvantages, meaning that different models will suit different scenarios. There is no one-size-fits-all solution. Nevertheless, it is crucial that national policy provides a framework for the array of possible models that will not have an adverse effect at the national level.

Access to good quality data

Most data held by NHS organisations is collected for the purposes of direct patient care. This has an impact on its ability to be directly used for research or product or service development purposes. In addition, data within the NHS is fragmented and there can be issues around its quality. It is important for the private sector to have clarity over this before engaging in a partnership. The paper suggests that transparency over data quality could be increased. The speed of access to data can also be an issue for private sector organisations, particularly smaller companies, however, accelerating this process should never come at the price of protecting individuals’ privacy. The report suggests that privacy-preserving techniques like synthetic data – a fake version of real data that is sufficiently different so that it preserves a person’s anonymity, but sufficiently similar that it can be used for analysis – should be used to speed up access. This would also allow a better understanding of the commercial value of data-led innovations and a more informed conversation about the appropriate type of commercial model that should be developed.

Procurement, partnership, or somewhere in between?

Partnership models seem to offer more flexibility at the early stages of the innovation process and might be a way to alleviate some of the concerns around the potentially ill-fitted nature of current procurement processes for data-driven technologies. However, there might be a need to clarify the boundaries between some commercial partnerships and procurement processes.

Commercial and legal skills

To create a thriving healthcare ecosystem in which the private sector acts as a partner to the public, the public sector will need the right skills to negotiate these partnerships. Having an even distribution of commercial and legal skills at Trust-level would be unfeasible as those skills are a scarce resource within the public sector. They are also an expensive resource. The report recommends that the Department of Health and Social Care should invest in creating a new independent unit with legal and business experts to help NHS organisations negotiate fair and proportionate partnerships.
Recommendations

1. The Office for National Statistics should provide a framework and accounting standards for measuring and reporting the value of knowledge assets such as healthcare data.

2. The Department of Health and Social Care should in conjunction with Caldicott Guardians, NHS organisations and industry representatives ensure that a dialogue with the public is set at a local level to discuss commercial models. Proportionate governance models provide an interesting avenue for public and patient engagement that could be explored.

3. NHS England and NHS Digital should create a register of data sharing agreements between the NHS and commercial organisations. It should include what type of data are being shared and a description of the type of partnership model being used. This would allow for clear understanding of what is happening on the ground and facilitate public scrutiny.

4. The Department for Health and Social Care in conjunction with the Crown Commercial Service, Office for Life Sciences and HM Treasury should make sure to include in its formal review of commercial partnerships, a macroeconomic study of the impact that different partnership models might have to avoid reinforcing a postcode lottery or other negative externalities such as exclusive data access.

5. The Department of Health and Social Care should include the results of this macroeconomic study in a clear national strategy which should seek to optimise the value of data held by NHS organisations when it is accessed for commercial purposes. It should consult with all stakeholders including industry, patients and NHS organisations as to what a fair apportioning of value might be.

6. NHS England should create a 'Data Quality Service', with a tiered-fee system dependent on factors such as company size and global profits, to provide bespoke reports on data quality at the early stages of a partnership discussion between the NHS and industry.

7. Procurement rules should include an agreement by digital providers that data generated within clinical applications should also be freely available for and interoperable with clinical information at the patient level, either via personal health records or interchange with appropriate electronic health records.

8. Health Data Research UK in conjunction with NHS England, NHS Digital, the National Data Guardian should work on developing the appropriate data governance structures to ensure that Digital Innovation Hubs are safeguarding patient data. This would include developing audit trails which track how data are used to ensure every interaction with personal data is auditable, transparent and secure.

9. NHS organisations should offer synthetic datasets, which they can share with private sector organisations for research and product or service development at the early stages of the innovation process. This would enable a better understanding of the commercial value of the innovation and a more informed conversation about the appropriate type of commercial model that should be developed.

10. The Department of Health and Social Care should invest in creating a new independent unit with legal and business experts to help NHS organisations negotiate fair and proportionate partnerships. It would ensure that NHS organisations can have access to consistent and necessary advice in order to negotiate fair partnership with SMEs. The negotiation of partnerships should be done by this unit on behalf of Trusts when dealing with Large Enterprise or SMEs whose parent companies are Large Enterprise.
Introduction

There are many benefits that can emerge from the NHS partnering with the private sector for the development of healthcare technologies, such as access to better treatments and increased quality of care. However, as highlighted in a recent HM Treasury policy paper on intangible assets, such as data and intellectual property (IP), the UK does not always have a good history in optimising the value of public sector knowledge assets. The document calls for a better understanding of the value of these assets as well as making sure that the frameworks are in place to ensure that value is accrued by the UK.

The Secretary of State for Health and Social Care’s vision for the creation of a tech-driven NHS seeks to take a radical approach “to technology across the system” and to lay the foundations for the UK to become a world leader in healthcare technologies. A key theme developed in the vision is the importance of collaboration and partnerships. The hope is to create “an ecosystem where developers and vendors continuously compete on quality to fill each niche”. There is a lot of debate around the commercial value of data controlled by the NHS and how to ensure that partnerships are beneficial to patients, the NHS and industry. Patients have a right to object to data being used for purposes beyond direct care, which will increase if they do not have confidence in what will happen to data about them. Protecting patients’ privacy and trust will be crucial.

The NHS “holds millions of electronic medical records on the health of the population from birth to death” as well as extensive administrative datasets capturing, for example, the number of operations being carried out in the operating theatres of a hospital. This wealth of information is extremely valuable for the improvement of the quality of care and patient outcomes. There is also an “explosion of health care data” being generated outside of traditional healthcare settings thanks to the proliferation of smart healthcare devices and trackers. However, the value of healthcare data is often trapped as “different kinds of individual-patient data reside in disparate, unlinked silos”. Interviews carried out for this paper revealed that accessing, cleaning, validating and linking data, known as data engineering, represents most of the labour involved in creating data-driven technologies, such as artificial intelligence, or new treatments that can be discovered through the analysis of data.

There is a fear that as big tech corporations partner with the NHS they will eclipse SMEs, further reinforcing their position as monopolists. The Department of Health and Social Care (DoHSC) has responded to this by launching a draft code of conduct for technology companies that use NHS data to create products. It presents ten broad principles that are supposed to set the rules of engagement and expected behaviours. It is also currently conducting a review of commercial models. Although this a promising start, there is a lack of a national strategy and forum to engage with the public on commercial models. The recent transfer of the Streams App developed for acute kidney injury by DeepMind to

5 Ibid.
12 Ibid.
its parent company Google, has sparked up fears around privacy\textsuperscript{13} and ownership of IP\textsuperscript{14}. Crucially, it has also brought to forefront the necessity to have a conversation about commercial access to healthcare data and the type of partnership models that are developing on the ground.

This paper will focus on the partnerships between NHS and industry when there is use of data for research and development purposes or to create products and services. It will highlight the importance of clarifying the NHS’s value proposition and will depict the current partnership landscape. In the House of Lords report, \textit{AI in the UK: Ready, Willing and Able?}, concerns are raised about “the current piecemeal approach taken by NHS Trusts”.\textsuperscript{15} There is a lack of an overall strategy considering whether the different partnership models that are emerging on the ground lead to the best possible at a national scale.\textsuperscript{16} In addition, it highlights the importance of engaging with the public on the issue of commercial models and the use of data about them.


\textsuperscript{14} Alex Ralph and Philip Aldrick, “Google “Poised to Profit” from NHS Patient Records”, \textit{The Times}, 24 November 2018.

\textsuperscript{15} Select Committee on Artificial Intelligence, \textit{AI in the UK: Ready, Willing and Able}, 93.

\textsuperscript{16} Ibid.
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Uses of healthcare data

1.1 Direct patient care
1.2 Secondary uses
  1.2.1 Uses outside of the NHS
  1.2.2 Access to data
The data collected and controlled by NHS organisations is set in the context of a perpetual evolution. New data are being continuously generated by patients and healthcare organisations through appointment booking systems or the use of X-ray machines. There are improvements in the quality of data collected within the clinical setting thanks to the introduction of better scanners or data from trackers. It is not a static space. However, to produce benefits for the individual and the healthcare system, data needs to be used and shared. This can be done in several ways within the healthcare ecosystem; and there is robust legislation and guidance safeguarding and regulating what can be done to healthcare data. The primary purpose of data collected by NHS organisations is direct patient care. The benefits of granting access to data for this purpose are generally clear: improving the quality of care and the patient experience. Healthcare data can also be used for other purposes, namely secondary uses. These can occur within the NHS – for example monitoring population outcomes (e.g. reduction in the prevalence of diabetes) – or outside the health service, by third-party organisations – like universities or the private sector. Healthcare data might be used for research purposes by both universities and commercial organisations. Generally speaking, the purpose of research is to advance knowledge, however, it can sometimes lead to the development of a product or service (see Figure 1). Data collected and controlled by NHS organisations can, within clearly specified parameters, be used directly for product or service development by commercial organisations. There can be clear benefits for the patients and the healthcare system to use data in this way, however, this type of use is more contentious in the eyes of the public and sometimes rightfully so.

1.1 Direct patient care

NHS organisations currently hold millions of electronic healthcare records on the UK population from cradle to grave. Most of these data are produced when individuals interact with healthcare services and are primarily collected for the purposes of direct patient care – meaning that medical professionals use this information to make decisions about care. The value of using data in this way is undeniable and immediately measurable as it directly increases the quality of care. For example, the type of care a secondary care specialist will be able to deliver if they are able to access a person’s GP records will be faster and more accurate than if they are solely relying on the patient’s recall.

Although there are clear benefits to using healthcare data to inform medical decision-making, it is not always possible to access these data in a timely fashion. Patients often assume that data between primary and secondary care are digitally shared, however this...
is often not the case. Healthcare records are siloed by the activities (e.g. radiology, laboratory, etc.) performed within NHS organisations (e.g. Trusts, GP surgery etc.).

Having a single consolidated view of a person’s entire healthcare record is the exception rather than the rule. This is not only the result of how data are collected but also due to the lack of interoperability of healthcare IT systems – meaning that systems cannot easily “exchange and use electronic health information” making it difficult to link data together.

It is important to highlight that individuals can also produce health data outside of the medical setting using wearables and other type of sensors. Measurements with these types of device are continuous and not just confined to a single point in time. In addition, they can be used as a way of gathering data about good health. However, these types of data are not currently integrated in a systematic way to the patient’s healthcare record.

1.2 Secondary uses

Secondary uses of healthcare data that happen within the NHS tend to be less contentious in the eyes of the public than those happening outside and the public benefit can be clearly expressed. For example, clinical commissioning groups (CCGs) use healthcare data to effectively design and deliver services. The Clinical Effectiveness Group in East London, which covers three CCGs, has been using a data-driven approach to systematically improve clinical standards and reduce variation in primary care. This has had a positive impact on patient outcomes such as the improvement “in blood pressure control” for patients with certain types of chronic health conditions such as diabetes.

However, as highlighted by medConfidential the use of healthcare data for secondary purposes is not devoid of contention. It reported that NHS England have granted a legal exemption to pass personal identifiable (see Glossary) data to various commissioning bodies to use for administrative purposes when there is arguably no need to pass identifiable data.

1.2.1 Uses outside of the NHS

Accessing data collected and controlled by NHS organisations for secondary uses outside of the NHS can be hugely beneficial and is also the key to developing a competitive life sciences industry from data-led innovation. Harnessing the power of data will mean building relationships with various stakeholders from academia and industry.

As shown in Figure 1, a stakeholder’s objective will influence the type of output. Research carried out for the purpose of peer-reviewed publication seeks to advance knowledge and is mostly carried out by universities. It is generally transparent in its processes and validated through a rigorous peer-review system. Research carried out for product or service development is rarely openly published due to commercial sensitivity. In addition, product or service development research might not always be carried out with the same rigour as peer-reviewed fundamental or applied research. However, there can be interactions between published peer-reviewed research and product development, as one can lead to the other. This paper will focus on the uses of NHS data by commercial organisations.

27 Eleonora Harwich and Kate Laycock, Thinking on Its Own: AI in the NHS (Reform, 2018), 33.
28 Robert M. Wachter, Making IT Work: Harnessing the Power of Health Information Technology to Improve Care in England (Department of Health and Social Care, 2016), 49.
30 Ibid., 6.
33 Bell, Life Sciences Industrial Strategy – A Report to the Government from the Life Sciences Sector, 50.
34 BBC Two, ‘BBC Two – Horizon, 2018, Diagnosis on Demand?’
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Discussions about commercial models arise in the later stages of product development (see Figure 1). It is important to understand the array of available models that could benefit patients, the NHS as a whole – and not just parts of its thousands of local and national organisations – and the private sector.

1.2.2 Access to data

Accessing data held by NHS organisations can be a complex and costly endeavor. Interviews carried out for this paper uncovered that it is often complicated to know what data are being collected at Trust level and consequently what other types of data might need to be collected in order to complete a research project or develop a given data-driven technology or service.

At national level or even at regional level, only a minority of data are organised in neat or “clean” datasets ready for external providers to request access to. In addition, these “sources, whilst they may be linked in some cases, do not all currently provide deep, near real-time data for research across multiple care settings as standard.” The fragmentation of data across the system and the lack of interoperability of IT systems makes it difficult to access data.

Interviews also revealed that even when data access requests are compliant with legislation and information governance frameworks (see Appendix) and projects have gone through ethical approvals, there can be delays in obtaining access. Circumstances such as these hinder the entry of smaller businesses with fewer resources from entering the market. NHS organisations, such as NHS Digital have recognised this issue and have “reduced time to completion through the Data Access Request Service to an average of 60 days”.

36 Bell, Life Sciences Industrial Strategy – A Report to the Government from the Life Sciences Sector, 56.
38 Bell, Life Sciences Industrial Strategy – A Report to the Government from the Life Sciences Sector, 58.
2
The value exchange

2.1 Improvement for patients and the healthcare system

2.2 Data
  2.2.1 What does value in data mean?
  2.2.2 What affects value?
  2.2.3 How to measure value

2.3 Expertise

2.4 Wider societal impact
The DoHSC’s code of conduct for data-driven health and care technology highlights that partnerships between NHS organisations and the private sector can and should “deliver benefits to patients, clinicians, industry and the health and care system as a whole.” The private sector could be a helpful partner by bringing its expertise and capabilities for research or to develop data-driven technologies and services – including the cost of compliance with standards and regulation for medical devices – as NHS organisations often do not have the necessary expertise or funds to acquire the skills needed to fully develop these in-house. Despite this the NHS has a lot to bring to the negotiation table such as medical expertise and data. It is therefore crucial that it understands what its value proposition is – defined as the “positioning statement that explains what benefit you provide for who and how you do it uniquely well”. A mutually beneficial value exchange is only possible if there is a discussion and clarity over “what contribution is expected of each party”. The private sector plays an integral role in the provision of healthcare services in the UK. There are clear advantages for procuring products and services from the private sector such as CT scanners or other medical equipment. However, as revealed by interviews carried out for this paper, the value exchange is not always clear, and the healthcare system lacks people with the commercial skills to engage in these conversations.

2.1 Improvement for patients and the healthcare system

Arguably, the most important part of the value exchange in a partnership between the NHS and the private sector is demonstrating “how and where the product will add value to people and the health and care system”. In other words, how will these advances improve patient outcomes whilst safeguarding privacy, population health and the productivity of the healthcare system. This is the legal basis used by most organisations to access data controlled by NHS organisations.

Data-driven technologies can provide support for clinical decision-making by, for example, helping to reduce the risk of morbidity and complications through improved diagnostics. Machine learning algorithms (see Glossary) can interpret mammography scans with high accuracy rates when screening for breast cancer. This can improve early detection and help doctors better triage patients. Connected Yorkshire has created a new Electronic Frailty Index (eFI), based on routine patient data collected over time. It helps doctors measure what support elderly people need as they reach old age. Based on the eFI clinicians can make more accurate interventions to avoid elderly patients from falling over or experiencing more acute health problems.

Operational improvements can also be derived from the development and implementation of data-driven products or services on the ground. Predictive analytics can be used to help accurately forecast bed occupancy rates and plan accordingly. Bradford hospital in collaboration with General Electric is set to create a hub monitoring patients, allowing the hospital to “make better use of scarce resources”.

---

39 Department of Health and Social Care, Initial Code of Conduct for Data-Driven Health and Care Technology.
40 Select Committee on Artificial Intelligence, AI in the UK: Ready, Willing and Able, p.88.
42 Department of Health and Social Care, Initial Code of Conduct for Data-Driven Health and Care Technology.
43 Ralph and Aldrick, ‘Google “Poised to Profit” from NHS Patient Records’.
44 Department of Health and Social Care, Initial Code of Conduct for Data-Driven Health and Care Technology.
At a national level, it is important to consider what the deployment of these data-driven technologies means for the future of the NHS and how these integrate with the NHS’s objectives of reducing the health and wellbeing gap (i.e. focus on prevention to improve healthy life expectancy); and the care and quality gap (i.e. standardise high-quality care). There might be trade-offs to consider when deciding whether to incentivise data-led technologies in prevention (i.e. avoiding the ailment and need for health system interaction), treatment (i.e. addressing or mitigating the symptoms) or cure. Data-led innovations that focus on prevention may be less immediately profitable than treatment, but have the potential to reduce burden and cost on healthcare systems and might be more socially desirable long-term.

Privacy concerns should also be considered as part of value exchange. Research has found that “machine learning models are vulnerable to a range of cybersecurity attacks that cause breaches of confidentiality”. This has led to some discussion over the nature of these algorithms and how they should be treated (i.e. should they be treated as personal data). The vulnerability of models to confidentiality attacks raises legitimate questions over the commercialisation of ‘vulnerable’ machine learning algorithms based on UK patient data abroad. Finding the appropriate governance models for the commercialisation of these products or services will be crucial.

2.2 Data

Data collected and controlled by NHS organisations are often described as ‘a gold mine’, because the NHS is one of the oldest health services of its kind in the world, with – in theory – a unique national patient identifier. Some have argued that these data could be harnessed to offer an additional revenue stream for the NHS or invested into a sovereign wealth fund for the UK. These ideas can be attractive, however, it is important to remember the financial value of data controlled by the NHS has not yet been established. Valuing data could allow the Government to better understand the relative returns from partnerships with the private sector and therefore ensure that it is optimising the value between patients, the NHS and industry. Several features of data “make them difficult to value within a traditional balance-sheet accounting framework.” Nonetheless, HM Treasury has recently released a paper on valuation techniques for intangible and knowledge assets (see Glossary) – like data – which makes a few recommendations on what should be considered in future guidance.

2.2.1 What does value in data mean?

There is no single definition of the value of NHS data and no single way of measuring. This is because the value that is ascribed to healthcare data is dependent on both “the intrinsic characteristics of the data and the environment in which they are used.” A data
value chain exists “whereby the value increases as data are transformed into information, knowledge and ultimately action”. The exact nature of that value might depend on the type of application and type of data used. The nature and amount of value ascribed to a particular data-driven product or service “always lie in the eye of the beholder” (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Value(s) of NHS data

Source: Reform interviews and research. Design and animation by Zuhura Plummer.

---
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Value is highly complex to define because as shown in Figure 2 different stakeholders might have a different perspective on what value means to them. Value can also be added by cleaning and curating data.

2.2.2 What affects value?

Although healthcare data are part of a broader value chain, research and interviews carried out for this paper have uncovered 10 broad determinants that affect its value (see Figure 3 and Figure 4). The elements presented in Figure 3 describe the supply factors affecting the value of healthcare data – in other words, what makes data in isolation valuable.
The type of data The type of data can have an impact on its value. For example, the value of patient data increases when it is linked with another. For example, by combining different datasets on different disease types, new patterns of comorbidity can be discovered. The capacity to link genomic, clinical and diagnostic, medicines, and lifestyle data forms the powerhouse for personalised medicine.

The quality of the data The better the quality of the data, the greater the value. This is because of the accuracy of the insights derived from the data. There are several factors which affect the quality of healthcare data: integrity, timeliness, validity, completeness and coverage. Integrity ensures that data are accurate (e.g. a patient’s date of birth is rightly inputted). Timeliness ensures that data are recorded at the time of the event or as close to the event as possible and that a timestamp is added to the “metadata”. Validity ensures that collected data satisfy a set of standards (e.g. making sure that the accepted clinical coding standards are used when coding a diagnostic or procedure). In the NHS coverage is reached if data “have been received from all expected data suppliers.”

In addition, greater quality data can reduce the cost of the data cleaning process. Data curation is the biggest drain on time when doing research or trying to develop a product or a service using healthcare data. Several interviewees estimated that about 60 to 70 per cent of the time spent on a project is dedicated to data curation. As highlighted by Neil Lawrence, professor at the University of Sheffield, there are different levels of data readiness and stages that need to be passed before data can be analysed by a machine learning algorithm. Data cleaning processes are bespoke to every use and it is an inevitable process.

The format of data The format of the data will have an impact on its value. Data in a machine-readable format and accompanied by robust “metadata” describing the data content is more valuable than information held in paper files. Secondary care (e.g. hospital Trusts) still heavily relies on paper files.

The ability to link data The value of a dataset increases when it is linked with another. For example, by combining different datasets on different disease types, new patterns of comorbidity can be discovered. The capacity to link genomic, clinical and diagnostic, medicines, and lifestyle data forms the powerhouse for personalised medicine.

The type of data The type of data can have an impact on its value. For example, the value of patient records can be different to the value of data generated by appointments and booking systems. The value of personal identifiable data (e.g. data including name, date of birth, contact details, etc.) can be different from the value of anonymised data (see Appendix for definition).

Although they are not currently common practice, personal healthcare records might be more valuable than medical health records. Instead of collecting information through the silo of healthcare activities (i.e. GP records, lab results, etc.), personal healthcare records allow for the patient to act as the integrator of the data. The data follows them and is no longer siloed by activity. Patients are effectively given an active role as data curators and validators which might have an impact on the quality of this type of data.

The reason for data collection Most data controlled by NHS organisations is primarily collected for the purposes of direct patient care. It is not collected for other purposes. This affects its value for secondary uses as it might not be the exact type of data needed for research or product/service development purposes.

Interviews carried out for this paper highlighted that some research projects include an entire process of data collection within an NHS setting as a very specific type of data might be needed for the purposes of research. In several cases, data collected as part of research projects can become long-term databases which can then be used for clinical care, such as disease registries or system-level dashboards.
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## Category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The quantity of data</td>
<td>The quantity of healthcare data has an impact on its value. For example, the value of a single patient record is different to the value of multiple patient records. In the context of machine learning, Posner and Weyl’s research provides an interesting visualisation of the value of data, showing that it increases with the amount following a step-wise function. More data becomes more valuable as it allows for the analysis of more complicated and potentially more valuable problems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Graph showing the relationship between the value of data and the number of samples.](image)

According to Posner and Weyl, the capacity of a machine learning algorithm to solve issues of varying complexity is dependent on the number of samples available.


Currently, trade-offs need to be made between the quality and quantity of data as high-quality data are a scarce resource.

| The actionability of data | The contrast in the objectives of the stakeholders highlighted in Figure 1 becomes apparent when looking at the actionability of data. For example, academic researchers might produce excellent research, but it might not have immediate, obvious or realistic real-world applications. However, this type of research might produce value in real-world applications in an indirect way. By advancing fundamental research, this might in turn lead to some practical real-world applications. Another example would be the tension between a data scientist wanting to develop a high-performing model and what might be realistic for the NHS. For example, if the model is good at finding true positives (i.e. the proportion of people with a specific condition who are correctly identified as having that condition by the algorithms) but produces many false positives (i.e. healthy individuals who are told they have a condition when they do not), it can have severe financial implications for the NHS. The ability to produce change on the ground thanks to insights derived from data are essential to derive value. If the insights provided by the eFI did not lead to action, there would be no value generated from data in terms of improved patient outcomes. Making sure that insights are converted into best practice on the ground is not an easy feat. The production of new clinical evidence around technologies and medicine “does not guarantee its implementation”. |
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Figure 4 presents some of the factors which might have an impact on the value of data from a demand-side perspective. In other words what factors might affect an organisation’s decision to request data from NHS organisations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The use of data</td>
<td>The same data could have a different value depending on what it is used for and applied to. Information contained in clinical audits and registries can be both used for monitoring public health outcomes or by commercial organisations for post-market surveillance. In addition, data governance might affect what the data might be used for which might have an impact in its value. There can be legislative constraints around what can be done to data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The market capitalisation of organisations</td>
<td>The value of a publicly traded private sector organisation might affect its willingness to access different types of data. Organisations with lower market caps, might not be able to afford the time and cost of accessing and cleaning data, thus affecting their willingness to incur the costs of accessing the data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The relative cost of getting data elsewhere</td>
<td>It is important to acknowledge that many healthcare systems in the world are preparing for data to be shared with private companies for fundamental and applied research and product/service development. The relative ease and cost with which private sector organisations will be able to access data in other countries might affect the value of the UK knowledge asset.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.2.3 How to measure value

HM Treasury’s recent report on intellectual property and other intangible assets in the public sector defines public sector data – as a knowledge asset (e.g. intellectual property, software, data, technological expertise etc). It argues that better management of knowledge assets is required to release the full value of public sector data. Ascertaining the value of healthcare data would ensure that this ‘national asset’ is harnessed for the benefit of society.

Knowledge assets and public sector intellectual property should be protected. In the context of healthcare this should mean benefits are optimised between patients, the NHS and industry. The healthcare system, however, does not have a history of fully harnessing the benefits of innovations it has helped develop. The NHS played a key role in the development of computed tomography (CT), but failed to protect this asset by securing “meaningful financial interest” in the exploitation of that technology.

However, it is a challenge to measure as data are an intangible asset and one for which there is no clear market – although some private sector companies are entering that space and allowing patients to be remunerated for sharing data. The acquisitions of some healthcare companies have been used as indications for the financial value of NHS data. IBM’s acquisition of Merge Healthcare “in the USA for $1 billion, which netted them five to six million patients’ records, might be indicative of the value of the data held by the NHS.” Another example would be Roche who paid $1.8 billion for Flatiron Health’s...
health data.\textsuperscript{86} However, healthcare data from the USA is very different to that held by the NHS as it is mostly collected for payment purposes and is very fragmented. An interview carried out for this paper estimated that on average the value of healthcare data can be approximately estimated at £0.45 per feature (e.g. date of birth, weight...) per individual. Financial estimates vary widely and the usefulness of this type of “market value” measure is limited by the various determinants of value described in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

Healthcare data could be valued by considering the cost of collection and curation.\textsuperscript{87} Nevertheless, this type of valuation assumes that the “cost of data collection can be clearly identified”\textsuperscript{88} and would be a gross underestimation of the value that might be generated from it. Data could be valued “based on a quantification of the earnings and profits from their use”.\textsuperscript{89} This is similar to the method suggested in the Treasury’s report: “the capitalised net present value of past investment in knowledge generating activities such as research.”\textsuperscript{90} Measuring value in this way is difficult because it is complex to estimate what potential earnings data could generate.

In addition, there are both non-monetary and monetary aspects to value. The non-monetary value such as increased quality of care and better health and care outcomes for patients could be measured using traditional instruments such as Quality-Adjusted Life Year (QALYS),\textsuperscript{91} which is a measure of the quality and quantity of life generated by a healthcare intervention.\textsuperscript{92}

Given all these measurement pitfalls, the Treasury’s report recommends the development of new standards and approaches for measuring and reporting the value of knowledge assets.\textsuperscript{93} It also suggests registering intellectual property assets with the most commercial potential so that “their value to the UK is maximised”.\textsuperscript{94}

\begin{center}
**Recommendation 1**
\end{center}

The Office for National Statistics should provide a framework and accounting standards for measuring and reporting the value of knowledge assets such as healthcare data.

The NHS holds a record from cradle to grave of a diverse population. This is a truly unique asset, which could give the UK a competitive advantage on the global stage.\textsuperscript{95} As highlighted, by the House of Lords review on AI, the public are very concerned about companies “making a profit at the expense of both the NHS and patients”.\textsuperscript{96} However, there might be a lack of awareness amongst the public about the key role that the private sector plays in the provision of goods and services in the NHS. A fair value exchange should be about optimising the benefits between patients, the NHS and industry.

### 2.3 Expertise

An important part of the value exchange in the relationship between the public and private sector is expertise. The NHS can provide medical expertise and the insights needed for the research and development of data-driven technologies. It can also provide guidance
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on how to make sense of data that is not primarily collected for the purposes of the research and development of a data-driven technology. In turn, the private sector lends its expertise in fields such as data engineering, artificial intelligence or user centred design to create data-driven technologies. It can also lend its experience and capability in taking a new product or service through development stages, the required regulation, accreditation and standards process (see 3rd arrow at the bottom of Figure 1).

Matt Hancock’s vision for the future of the NHS stressed the importance of skills. It raised the need “to recruit and retain” medical and non-clinical professions. Nevertheless, as highlighted by a few interviews and the research events carried out for this paper, the private sector is acquiring medical expertise by attracting the NHS workforce with higher salaries and has been attracting data scientists for a long time. Putting the NHS’s financial constraints aside, it would impossible for the healthcare system to compete with the salaries in the private sector. The question of staff retention thus will be a crucial one to solve.

2.4 Wider societal impact

Another important element to consider when thinking about the value exchange is the wider societal benefits. Interviews carried out for this paper argued that there is a ‘tacit’ understanding that when a private sector organisation engages in a partnership with the NHS there is a wider societal benefit expressed through the creation of employment, the payment of taxes and the generations of new technologies and solutions for the market.

There is potentially a need to make a distinction between organisations who are headquartered and pay taxes in the UK and those overseas. It cannot be forgotten that the race for data-driven technologies is a global one.98 Having headquarters overseas might allow certain companies to shift profits and not pay their fair share of taxes in the UK. DeepMind’s former independent Review Board had called upon the company to clarify its relationship with its parent company Alphabet partly for this purpose.99 The company pays its taxes in the UK, however, now that the Streams app (see Figure 12) they developed is moving to Google,100 the revenue streams generated by this product might not be captured by the UK economy. The Chancellor announced in his 2018 budget a consultation about a UK Digital Services Tax which would seek to target “UK-generated revenues of specific digital platform business models” to make sure that “global giants, with profitable businesses in the UK, pay their fair share towards supporting our public services”.101

3
Keeping society in the loop

3.1 Currently not in the loop  
3.2 Engagement by design
MIT Professor Iyad Rahman has defined the concept of ‘keeping society in the loop’ as enabling “society to influence and shape decisions about technology and innovation”. Although his concept specifically applies to the design of AI systems, it is a valuable concept to explore when looking at the types of partnerships people would deem acceptable between the NHS and private sector companies in the data-driven technologies and services industries. Patients are ultimately the producers of that data and will also be on the receiving end as consumers of the products or services being designed. Private sector and NHS organisations need to work on earning patients’ trust. Patients and the public need to feel comfortable and able to trust that data is not being exploited and that their privacy is safeguarded. Building a trustworthy system will be key to ensuring patients, the NHS and industry can work collaboratively when using data for research or product and service development purposes.

3.1 Currently not in the loop

While patients have the ability to object to data about them being used beyond direct care, at present patients are not actively involved in partnership discussions. They are given the opportunity to opt-out of data about them being accessed for purposes beyond direct care. In some instances, patients might be asked for their explicit consent when identifiable data about them is being used by NHS organisations, universities or commercial companies for secondary uses. These are the only institutional opportunities for patients to have a ‘say’. The model is rather limited by only giving patients a binary option. This might not be a sufficient way of engaging on complex issues as there are a number of nuances to patient and public opinion about data uses and in particular commercial access (see Figure 5). These include ‘who, what, why, when and how’, indicating that patient opinion will vary from partnership to partnership.

Figure 5: Public opinion

A 2016 study by Ipsos Mori and Wellcome Trust found that people were less inclined to support commercial access to healthcare data, in particular in marketing and insurance industries. However, people were generally in favour of commercial access if this was necessary for health benefit. Sixty-one per cent of people in the study would rather commercial companies access data than miss out on research benefits, while 25 per cent did not want commercial organisations to access their data under any circumstances. It also found that views varied depending on the interaction the
individuals had with the NHS. In general, those who interacted more with the NHS were more likely to advocate for data sharing.\textsuperscript{116} Although, those with severe conditions that are easily identifiable were also worried about the ramifications of sharing data about them.\textsuperscript{117}

Public buy-in will be essential to forming partnerships.\textsuperscript{118} The care.data programme designed to allow anonymised primary care health records to be shared outside the NHS, is often cited as an example of how policy can go wrong, demonstrating a clear moment where public opinion overturned policy.\textsuperscript{119} The policy was controversial among the public, who was deeply unsettled by the idea that data about them would be commercialised.\textsuperscript{120} The policy's failure was closely related to a lack of communication and transparency\textsuperscript{121} as well as a lack of public confidence in institutions to build fair commercial models.

As shown in Figure 5, on average the public is generally comfortable with commercial access to data if there is an undeniable public benefit. However, when presented with various scenarios levels of acceptability vary.\textsuperscript{122} An interview carried out for this paper described that most commercial partnerships will be along the amber line – partnerships will never be solely for private profit or solely for public benefit – they will be a mix of the two, further demonstrating the need for patients and the public to engage on this issue.
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3.2 Engagement by design

It is essential that society is kept in the loop and feels involved in the data-driven innovation landscape. This goes further than patients engaging in what data are used and by whom, but also involves the partnership and commercial models that exist. Reform research suggests that there have been limited attempts to engage the public over this. As Nicola Perrin, then lead of the Understanding Patient Data initiative, commented in the House of Lord’s report, the public “do not like the idea of the NHS selling data, but they are even more concerned if companies are making a profit at the expense of both the NHS and patients”.123 This means patients might potentially be less in favour of models such as ‘cost-recovery’ (see Figure 7) that do not achieve financial value back. The Life Sciences Industrial Strategy highlighted that a “strong patient and clinician engagement and involvement, alongside clear permissions and controls, are vital to the success of any health data initiative.”124

To build a trustworthy system, where patients and the public are engaged, academics such as Mary Dixon-Woods have argued actors, either processing or controlling health data, would need a social licence.125 This is different from a legal licence, as it ensures the data processor (see Glossary) or controller consistently acts according to socially defined ethics. A social licence, she argues, would be achieved by acting with ‘reciprocity’ and ‘fairness’.126 The former, because the public receives a return from the use of health data (e.g. access to better diagnostic tools) and the latter because the return is equally enjoyed by the public. In order to understand what a fair return might be from the patients’ and public’s perspectives, private sector and NHS organisations should engage with them to learn about their views. A critical part of this is ensuring that the conversation between patients and private sector stakeholders is continuous. In a field as dynamic as data-driven innovation in the NHS — with constant new patients, new technological potential and a variety of external players, including other government departments127 — it is essential that models of engagement are more than a one-off occurrence.128

There are various methods for ensuring the continuous nature of the dialogue between patients, the NHS and industry. Connected Health Cities, in association with the National Data Guardian, have used Citizens’ Juries to ask “to what extent should patients control access to patient records for secondary use of data”.129 They found jurors changed their mind over the three days, becoming more positive towards data sharing for public health benefits.130 The benefits of this model is that it gives time for patients to form an opinion and have direct contact with experts in the field, while those holding the research can take on patients’ opinion and feed it back to governing institutions. To reach more rural areas of the country, such as Cumbria, ‘Chatty Vans’ have been deployed to explore people’s views on various issues to do with health and care.131 While both examples have been used to engage the public over the governance of health data, these could be more specifically tailored towards commercial models.

There are other ways to platform better governance of data. Until recently, DeepMind Health had an independent review panel, which brought together a group of experts and patient voices to scrutinise the company’s behaviour and publish a statement.132 Part of this involved assessing the company’s approach to engaging patients, as well as
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publishing reports with principles for corporate action. However, this review panel has been dismantled since DeepMind transferred the “control of its health subsidiary to its parent company Google”.

Proportionate governance offers another alternative to meaningfully engage patients and the public (see Figure 6). This system-wide change, which is government led, could include practical ways of assessing and creating bespoke agreements that use public engagement.

**Figure 6: Proportionate governance**

In Scotland, the Public Benefit and Privacy Panel for Health and Social Care has been set up to scrutinise applications for access to NHS Scotland data that go beyond direct care. The idea is to construct a governance model that can be adaptive to each individual research and development application. Similar to the Independent Group Advising on the Release of Data, which considers external requests for data held by NHS organisations, one of its pivotal assessment criteria for project proposals is whether it has demonstrable public benefit. The model follows a three-tiered system based on risk. If commercial organisations are involved, the application will immediately go to the second tier where the application is reviewed by a panel of senior experts and Caldicot representatives. If an agreement is not reached about the public benefit, the decision is taken to a third panel made up of members of the public.

As highlighted in the British Academy’s work in partnership with the Royal Society on data governance for the 21st century, access to data as well the governance structures “must consider who reaps the most benefit from capturing, analysing and acting on different types of data”. Proportionate governance could provide a framework for engaging with the public and keeping ‘society in the loop’ on the types of commercial models that would be deemed fair when there is access to data for research and development or for product or service development. Patient voice and opinion would be included in the governance model by design. This would ensure that commercial agreements are co-produced between industry, health experts, public sector leaders and public representatives through the review process.

**Recommendation 2**

The Department of Health and Social Care should in conjunction with Caldicott Guardians, NHS organisations and industry representatives ensure that a dialogue with the public is set at a local level to discuss commercial models. Proportionate governance models provide an interesting avenue for public and patient engagement that could be explored.

---
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To create a strong healthtech ecosystem in which a “tech company can... have an equal opportunity to deliver”, whilst safeguarding the NHS’s constitution and patients’ trust, strong guidance and leadership will be needed to make sure the value of healthcare data is optimised. Efforts have been made by the DoHSC to develop a code of conduct to ensure that partnerships “deliver benefits to patients, clinicians, industry and the health care system as a whole”. The DoHSC is also conducting a formal review to assess “commercial models used in technology partnerships”. However, prior to the code of conduct there was no guidance on what partnerships should look like when there is access to data to create a product or service. This has led to a lack of clarity as to what is happening on the ground and a lack of strategic understanding at a national level about the consequences of the current commercial models developing on the ground.

4.1 Letting a thousand flowers bloom?

Research carried out for this report suggests that there is a wide variety of arrangements between the NHS and industry when there is access to data for research and product or service development purposes. However, it is difficult to gain an understanding of what the national picture is as there is no national registry describing the various types of commercial models that have developed on the ground. There are registries at Trust-level documenting data access requests, but these are generally not made available online. Figure 7 presents the different models that can be currently found on the ground – more details can be found in Appendix.

### Figure 7: Current models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data sharing agreements</th>
<th>Grant-funded collaboration</th>
<th>Licencing</th>
<th>Cost-recovery</th>
<th>Commercial arrangements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Various organisations including private sector companies can access NHS data for a specific purpose with patient-consent for secondary uses or without patient consent for direct care. Profits generated from the secondary uses of that data are retained by the private sector.</td>
<td>Grants can be allocated either by academic or public sector organisations for specific purposes to other organisations including the private sector as long as they can demonstrate evidence of innovative potential.</td>
<td>An external organisation is given or pays a fee to hold a licence to use or access data. In most cases, this fee will cover the cost of maintaining the data. The licence might also stipulate privacy restrictions and ethical regulations. Profits generated from the use of that data is retained by the private sector.</td>
<td>This model often operates using a licence. In this case the data controller cleans the data and provides services in exchange for a fee to organisations hoping to do research or create products or services. There are variations in cost recovery models.</td>
<td>Commercial arrangements include any kind of arrangement where there is an exchange of assets or valuable resources. For example, access to data might be granted to an external organisation for research or commercial purposes and in return the NHS might get a cleaned higher quality dataset back.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Reform research and interviews.
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The NHS is not a homogenous body, it is a highly fragmented system and, as a result, each Trust has its own protocol for partnerships. Partnerships might differ as some products or services require different types of data. For example, products or services that support the organisation and management of hospitals may need real-time access to admin data. Other products or services that seek to improve direct patient care might need access to patient records. Relationships between private sector companies in the data-driven technology space and NHS organisations can be mostly characterised by data sharing agreements with no definition of a commercial model involving the NHS and/or patients (see Figure 7).

There are, however, examples of datasets held by central NHS organisations that can share data at a national level, with datasets that cover the entire population. For example, NHS Digital has 12 datasets currently available for external research. However, some interviews carried out for this paper have suggested that most access requests for datasets held by NHS Digital have been from other NHS Trusts and academic institutions. In addition, there are also independent data repositories which have been established by a variety of non-profit actors and funded by research, charity or council funding (see Figure 8 and Appendix).

**Figure 8: UK Biobank**

The UK Biobank is a registered charity that was set up in 2006 by the Wellcome Trust, the Medical Research Council, the Department of Health and Social Care, the Scottish Government and the Northwest Regional Development Agency, with the aim to be a major national and international health resource for improving the diagnosis, treatment and prevention of diseases such as cancer, heart disease, depression and forms of dementia. The data collected thus far has come from 500,000 volunteers between the ages of 40-69 years and is accessible to any organisation that can prove a research need. The only contingency is that the research must be made publicly available.

There are benefits to an ‘open access’ model as it offers ‘value back’ to society through delivering positive externalities such as furthering knowledge and innovation. It increases the opportunities to conduct academic research as well as research and development, thus potentially leading to better health outcomes and economic growth. The model is based on a “notion of altruistic donation and the notion that biobanks serve the scientific and public good”. This model is not cost-free and requires finance from often a variety of actors from government, third sector donors and corporate donors. The UK Biobank receives finance from government and the Wellcome Trust. In addition, the cost of the cleaning up of UK Biobank data for pharmaceutical research, for example, has required a number of corporate sponsors, who will get exclusive rights to the data for the first two years – see Appendix.

However, as highlighted in the Treasury’s discussion paper on the economic value of data, this ‘open access model’ may not be desirable in every instance.

The only example known to date of a partnership between the NHS and industry offering a form of direct ‘financial’ value back to NHS Trusts for product development purposes is the partnership between Sensyne Health, the University of Oxford and the Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust, and Chelsea & Westminster NHS Foundation Trust (see Figure 9).

---
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Sensyne Health partnered with three separate NHS Trusts – Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust, and Chelsea & Westminster NHS Foundation Trust – which have equity shares of 6 per cent, 3.7 per cent and 3.7 per cent respectively.153 NHS Trusts, however, will never own above 10 per cent collectively,154 so each time an NHS Trust joins, the other Trusts’ shares reduce in size. Alongside this, each Trust is offered a “double bottom-line return” which is £5 million worth of shares and a royalty on any product developed using its data.155 In 2018, the company was floated on the London Stock Exchange and has since raised £60 million, according to the Oxford Academic Health Science Network (AHSN) review.156

The company uses health data to create a variety of health-tech products; from “validated software applications powered by artificial intelligence including prescribed digital therapeutics [to] hospital systems for clinical care”.157 One example is the GDm-Health App that helps manage gestational diabetes at home. Thus far, the product has achieved a 25 per cent reduction in clinic visits and a 50 per cent reduction in time spent by the diabetes midwives on clerical administrative tasks. The App uses NHS data as well as collecting more data for future research.

The Sensyne example is commendable for sharing equity with the Trusts involved, meaning the NHS Trusts have a stake in the company and the potential to benefit financially.158 Nonetheless, it is important to consider the macroeconomic effect of such partnerships.

4.2 The need for a national strategy

There is a risk that if all partnerships operate at Trust-level only the Trusts in question will benefit, leaving other Trusts to miss out on products or services and potentially monetary benefits.159 In the long run this can create imbalances in the healthcare system as a whole, contradicting the principle that the NHS is meant to “maximise [its] resources for the benefit of the whole community, and make sure nobody is excluded”.160 This situation echoes the one explored in the Naylor Review: that Trusts built on more expensive land have higher value capital assets leading to inequality between NHS Trusts.161 With the potential for the value of NHS data assets to be similarly variable between Trusts – because of varying quality of data, for example – there is a risk that keeping value at a local level could increase inequality. As shown in Figure 10, which presents a typology of commercial models, there are many options that could be explored with varying advantages and disadvantages.
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### Figure 10: Typology of commercial models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Brief evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consortium agreements</td>
<td>This would be a joint venture (contractual or incorporated) between an NHS organisation, industry, research institutes and/or academic institutes to collaborate as partners to develop and commercialise a product.</td>
<td>The company and the NHS organisation will be the recipients of financial benefits through ownership of the company’s shares. The amount will depend on the terms of the profit share and the success of the consortium. If an NHS organisation has a say in the consortium’s activities this may be very valuable. However, there is a risk at a national level of creating inequalities between Trusts as the NHS organisation involved in the company will be the only one receiving financial benefits. &lt;br&gt;<strong>Feasibility:</strong> There could be various joint venture entities in which the NHS participates and, as part of which, it would need to contribute its own offering (e.g. funding, IP, know-how) to the consortium and engage in the operation and running of the consortium. This would likely mean a radical change in the way the NHS currently operates. Managing this could also require a significant amount of NHS manpower, which might be unfeasible given the NHS mandate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity shares</td>
<td>An NHS organisation holds a minority stake in the company it collaborates with. The NHS organisation holding the shares would have the right to receive a dividend/capital appreciation and to vote at shareholder meetings.</td>
<td>The company will be the main recipient of the financial benefits from any dividend and capital appreciation in the value of the shares crystallised on a sale of the company. The size of that benefit will depend on the size of equity share and the success of the products or services. The ability to negotiate preferential arrangements for the provision of goods/services to equity investors may also mean better (or cheaper) access to products/services. Individual NHS Trusts who have equity shares will be the only ones that receive financial benefits and there is therefore a risk of creating financial inequalities at a national level. &lt;br&gt;<strong>Feasibility:</strong> This model will be most appropriate for a company that is young or relatively new. A larger or more established company might struggle to convince existing shareholders to adopt this model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant funding models</td>
<td>Funding from the academic or public sectors is a well-established method for research and development (R&amp;D). This model can be used for data-driven innovation and might involve competition for funding opportunities and include commercial conditions such as royalties or equity stakes.</td>
<td>There are various models within grant funding, some of which might have conditions that stipulate an equity stake for a government department, independent body or third sector organisation or discounts on products or services. The recipient of the grant will need to prove that their research, product or service has clear societal benefits. Many grants such as those from the Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund (ISCF) will also give finance directly to the NHS or to an SME for them to build the necessary data infrastructure. &lt;br&gt;<strong>Feasibility:</strong> The model has been used in the life sciences space for a long time. By providing upfront funding, this helps platform R&amp;D and enables organisations to take the risks needed to build data-driven products and services. However, it is unrealistic to expect grants to be the only way data-driven products and services are created. The donor may be a central government entity (as opposed to the NHS or a Trust) and, as a result, the NHS would not directly receive the financial benefit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden share</td>
<td>In a typical scenario a public sector organisation owns 51 per cent of shares giving it majority voting rights, or a much smaller percentage of shares but still has veto or majority voting rights over certain types of decisions. This is the key defining feature of golden share agreements.</td>
<td>The NHS organisation – this may be NHS Digital or an individual Trust – that gets the ultimate say will receive a lot of the benefits, e.g. profit share, control over the direction of the business and its products. The other shareholders in the company will also receive financial benefits. &lt;br&gt;<strong>Feasibility:</strong> Despite being suggested in the Life and Science Industrial Strategy, this model may be unattractive for commercial organisations who would not want the NHS to own the majority of the company and/or have veto over every decision made. This model could be perceived as restricting industry from being able to pursue innovation and its business as it seems fit.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Intellectual property sharing (IP)

**Description:** IP generated from using the NHS data would be owned (entirely or in part) by the NHS organisation entering into the data sharing agreement. Such NHS organisations would then license this IP to the third-party collaborator in return for payment (e.g. one-off fees, milestones and/or royalties).

**Brief evaluation:** Financial benefits could be generated from any foreground IP—this is the IP generated in collaboration during a partnership—that is produced by a partnership with the health sector. This would allow the NHS and the private sector organisation to own parts of the IP.

**Feasibility:** In order to own (in whole or part) IP generated using NHS data, it is likely that the NHS would need to contribute more than just raw data. This would need to be provided alongside know-how/clinical expertise to add value to justify IP ownership. Equally joint ownership of IP may be resisted on the basis that it can be legally quite complex.

---

### Open-access

**Description:** In this model, the results from the research produced from healthcare data have to be made ‘open access’ or aggregate healthcare data could be made openly available (see Glossary).

**Brief evaluation:** Indirect financial benefits would be created through a thriving market for innovation. Some interviewees have argued that this model could generate a lot of value to the wider economy.

**Feasibility:** Making the results from research transparent is key to building good evidence. However, this model does not allow for information to remain proprietary, which might disincentivise the private sector. There is a limit on the type of data that could made open access because of compliance with regulation which means that the benefits of an open data model in healthcare might be limited.

---

### Profit-sharing/revenue-sharing

**Description:** In return for providing data, the NHS organisation receives a share of the profits of any product developed using the data (without any ownership interest in the company or the IP in the product). This would provide an alternative fee structure to a one-off up-front fee.

**Brief evaluation:** The NHS organisation will receive financial benefits from whatever product(s) or services reach market—the exact apportioning of the profit or revenue share might vary. Financial benefits will depend on whether the company is a UK-based tax paying company.

**Feasibility:** This is dependent on the share the NHS organisation demands and what the NHS’s contribution is to justify such a share. It should be recognised that multiple arrangements of this nature, each with small percentage shares may generate significant revenue.

---

### Royalty payment

**Description:** An NHS organisation and a private sector organisation negotiate a right to a fixed percentage of profits from a specific asset or a fixed price per unit that is sold. There can be other ways of licencing royalties.

**Brief evaluation:** Direct financial benefits from whatever products or services reach market and there is demand for—the exact apportioning of the royalty might vary. This will not capture the value of any ‘background IP’—any IP owned before the partnership. Financial benefits will depend on whether the company is a UK-based tax paying company. In practice there is a risk that one NHS Trust could be receiving royalties for another Trust purchasing the product or service.

**Feasibility:** This is dependent on what royalties the NHS organisation demands as it would need to be realistic for it to be feasible. It ensures that a company does not pay any up-front costs for data.

---

### Local Asset-backed vehicles (LABV)

**Description:** This is a joint commercial venture between NHS organisations and a private sector partner. In this model, the public sector organisation provides an asset and the private partner matches the contribution in liquid assets, skills and experience (generally there is a 50-50 apportioning).

**Brief evaluation:** The NHS organisation and its corporate partner will benefit 50-50. Financial benefits will also be received as the venture is commercial and would be dependent on how the venture is structured, but there is high potential for NHS organisations to profit both from new health innovation and in financial teams.

**Feasibility:** There are no examples of data being used as an asset in this way. As discussed in Chapter 2, valuing NHS data is a very complicated process and might make LABV difficult to implement.

---

It is crucial for national bodies to ensure that local bodies are not creating perverse incentives in the system. A commercial model might seem fair at GP practice or Trust level, but on aggregate could be detrimental. Concerns have been raised about these types of perverse incentives already happening on the ground with certain healthtech partnerships.\(^{165}\) The code of conduct argues that the “benefits of the partnerships between technology companies and health and care providers [should be] shared fairly”.\(^{166}\) However, there seems to be a lack of clarity about whether fairness should be considered at a micro or macro scale, or both.

---

\(^{165}\) Bhatti, ‘Seeing a GP on a Smartphone Sounds Wonderful – but It’s Not’.

\(^{166}\) Department of Health and Social Care, *Initial Code of Conduct for Data-Driven Health and Care Technology*. 
The lack of guidance from central government on the type of appropriate commercial arrangements in the data-driven space has also been found to be a key challenge by parts of the private sector. In a recent Academic Health Science Network survey about AI technologies in health and care, 34 per cent of respondents said the lack of clarity over 'appropriate business models for AI development and deployment' was a key factor affecting AI's potential. 167

All models have advantages and disadvantages, demonstrated by Figure 10, meaning different models will suit different scenarios. It is therefore impractical to recommend one model for all circumstances. Nevertheless, it is crucial that national policy provides a framework for the array of possible models that will not have an adverse effect on the national level.

**Recommendation 3**

NHS England and NHS Digital should create a register of data sharing agreements between the NHS and commercial organisations. It should include what type of data are being shared and a description of the type of partnership model being used. This would allow for clear understanding of what is happening on the ground and facilitate public scrutiny.

**Recommendation 4**

The Department for Health and Social Care in conjunction with the Crown Commercial Service, Office for Life Sciences and HM Treasury should make sure to include in its formal review of commercial partnerships, a macroeconomic study of the impact that different partnership models might have to avoid reinforcing a postcode lottery or other negative externalities such as exclusive data access.

**Recommendation 5**

The Department of Health and Social Care should include the results of this macroeconomic study in a clear national strategy which should seek to optimise the value of data held by NHS organisations when it is accessed for commercial purposes. It should consult with all stakeholders including industry, patients and NHS organisations as to what a fair apportioning of value might be.

### 4.3 Access to good quality data

Access to good quality data that is fair and for clear public benefit will be key to creating a competitive life and sciences industry that is both innovative and dynamic. 168 It is also crucial for different sized companies operating in the life sciences industry to have a level playing field to "compete and have an equal opportunity to deliver". 169 However, as highlighted in Chapters 1 and 2, data within NHS organisations are currently fragmented and of varying quality.

Most data held by NHS organisations is collected for the purposes of direct patient care and not for research or product or service development purposes. When using this data for purposes beyond direct care it is essential to look at how it was generated to understand how it should be cleaned and avoid "using inappropriate data to make decisions". 170 Evidence shows that using data from electronic health records "without consideration to context, can easily lead to biases or nonsensical findings, making it

167 Melissa Ream et al., *Accelerating Artificial Intelligence in Health and Care: Results from a State of the Nation Survey* (The AHSN Network, Department of Health and Social Care and NHS England, 2018), 32.
unsuitable for many research questions". Data curation is thus an inevitable part of the process for secondary uses of NHS data.

Nonetheless, there is a strong case to be made for increasing data quality to provide better care for patients and potentially provide a more solid basis of data quality for secondary uses. This can be done in various ways such as minimising error at the data collection point and embedding data quality by design. The design of electronic health record systems can have an impact on the quality of data collected. IT systems used for data collection could flag for potential mistakes when data are being entered. Similarly, systems that have a greater focus on data visualisation “can reveal data quality problems”, which can then be corrected. The use of AI to translate text to clinical code could be explored to reduce the burden on clinical coders.

Once data are collected the monitoring of data quality is crucial. NHS Digital has a Data Quality Maturity Index “quarterly publication about data quality in the NHS”. It provides submitters with transparent information about the quality of the data they collect and does so for specific datasets. Understanding the state of data quality at the early stages of partnership discussions with commercial organisations is crucial. This will enable organisations to understand what data engineering capabilities they will need in order to get the data into an acceptable state for analysis.

Recommendation 6

NHS England should create a ‘Data Quality Service’, with a tiered-fee system dependent on factors such as company size and global profits, to provide bespoke reports on data quality at the early stages of a partnership discussion between the NHS and industry.

In addition, the lack of interoperability of IT systems within the NHS creates a situation in which data are locked into multiple fragmented systems. This can have a negative impact on direct patient care as records cannot always be rapidly shared in a digital format. In addition, the difficulty in linking datasets together can put brakes on innovation and limits patient benefits. NHS Trusts in the North East and North Cumbria, the Darlington Borough Council, and GP practices under the umbrella of the Connected Health Cities programme have decided to collaborate in a research project to tackle this problem. They have managed to link-up data from all the stakeholders and provide it in an anonymised and pseudo-anonymised form to researchers to develop evidence on optimal planning and management for urgent care. This project could have not been completed without the linking of datasets.

It is also crucial that when developing data-driven technologies companies ensure that data generated within those applications are made freely available and interoperable. This would avoid vendor lock-in situations and promote competition by allowing NHS organisations to choose different providers.

---
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Recommendation 7

Procurement rules should include an agreement by digital providers that data generated within clinical applications should also be freely available for and interoperable with clinical information at the patient level, either via personal health records or interchange with appropriate electronic health records.

In the Royal Society and the British Academy’s seminal work on data management and use in the 21st century, a key concern is the tension between improving public services through the use of data whilst protecting privacy. Risks to patient privacy such as reidentification can compromise the trustworthiness of private companies and NHS organisations seeking to use data for research or product development. Ensuring the auditability, transparency and security of a data access system are not easy feats. Whilst proving compliance is essential, it might also slow down access to data. A few interviews for this paper highlighted that there is a reticence within the NHS to share data with private sector organisations because their objectives are often viewed as antithetical with the idea of public benefit. This does not need to be the case. The Life Sciences Industrial Strategy argued that collaboration between NHS and industry can facilitate better care "for patients through better adoption of innovative treatments and technologies". However, compliance with information governance models is key and clarity over the type of partnerships and commercial agreements is needed.

4.3.1 Digital innovation hubs

The Life Sciences Industrial Strategy highlighted the use of ‘Digital Innovation Hubs’ as an opportunity to access healthcare data for research and innovation and reduce the variation “in digital maturity”. The delivery of this programme is being led by Health Data Research UK. The programme has received £37.5 million in funding from the Industrial Strategy’s Challenge Fund. The Hubs are meant to connect data from GP practices, hospitals, social and community care providers, alongside genetic and biomedical information and other datasets across regions of 3-5 million people safely and securely. The programme aims to improve access to data for “researchers and industry innovators…to help deliver better care and improve health for patients, society and for future generations.” The governance of these hubs needs to be given serious thought but could also present the opportunity to involve patients or patient representatives to engage with decisions about how data about them is being used and what type of commercial arrangements should be put in place.

Recommendation 8

Health Data Research UK in conjunction with NHS England, NHS Digital and the National Data Guardian should work on developing the appropriate data governance structures to ensure that Digital Innovation Hubs are safeguarding patient data. This would include developing audit trails which track how data are used to ensure every interaction with personal data is auditable, transparent and secure.
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4.3.2 Synthetic data

Speed of access to data might have an impact on the type of health tech market that will develop, with smaller businesses being more greatly impacted by delays in access compared to bigger companies. Nevertheless, that should never come at the price of good data governance and protection of an individual’s privacy. There are however some interesting advances in the privacy-preserving space. 189

Advances in processing capacity have allowed for the production of high-quality synthetic data. 190 By selecting a specific sample of ‘real’ data, it is possible to create a much larger sample of very realistic fake data. 191 This fake data can then be used to train another machine learning model to read and appropriately classify mammography scans, for example. This offers huge future potential in terms of facilitating access to healthcare data.

Synthetic data offers exciting new possibilities in terms of a privacy-preserving technique and lowering barriers to access data. 192 NHS Digital in partnership with the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) has received funding from government to develop synthetic datasets. 193 The fake datasets will “be aimed at increasing the capability to accurately measure the effectiveness of new artificial intelligence algorithms in medical devices in order to validate them and get them to the market”. 194 This is an interesting step as one of the regulatory challenges of validating machine learning algorithms is the fact that datasets used to train the algorithm need to be different from those used to validate it. Synthetic data offers the possibility of creating infinite amounts of slightly different datasets.

Public Health England has also recently funded the release of a synthetic dataset for the cancer registry. 195 Having done the initial work around what distribution system for this type of data works others should follow suit. The Hospital Episode Statistics (HES) dataset is linked to the cancer registry, 196 however NHS Digital is the controller of that data, which means they could easily replicate what Public Health England has done and create a synthetic version of HES to be published on their website.

Other NHS organisations should explore the potential of synthetic datasets, by releasing synthetic data that could be used by private sector companies for research and product or services development purposes. This would ensure that patient privacy is preserved as patient data would never be revealed or shared at that stage. In addition, it could allow for a more informed conversation about commercial models and for the potential value from data-driven innovations in healthcare to be realised without having to use patient data in the initial stages of innovation.

Recommendation 9

NHS organisations should offer synthetic datasets, which they can share with private sector organisations for research and product or service development at the early stages of the innovation process. This would enable a better understanding of the commercial value of the innovation and a more informed conversation about the appropriate type of commercial model that should be developed.
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4.4 Procurement, partnership, or somewhere in between?

The healthtech market operates by using two main models: a partnership model and a procurement model. The procurement model is underpinned by the delivery of a clearly defined good or a service from an external provider, which is bought by the public sector (see Figure 11). The provider must have validated its innovation and be able to establish a business case during competitive tender processes.\(^{197}\)

**Figure 11: Example of procurement**

DrDoctor has created an application that helps to schedule out-patient appointments which has gone through procurement. The application organises appointments and platforms virtual appointments between patients and doctors. Industry evidence on users of this App shows that users have enjoyed the ease of access to appointment services and healthcare professionals. DrDoctor requires real-time patient data which an algorithm analyses to make suggestions.

In contrast, a partnership will encompass a more complex relationship that does necessitate a transfer of finance (see Figure 12). The latter is more likely to be used for the creation of products or services that need research and trials, while procurement would be used for a finished products or services, such as the DrDoctor App.

**Figure 12: Example of partnership**

The Royal Free Trust and DeepMind have partnered to create an App known as Streams. The App was meant to alert clinicians, “up to 7 hours earlier”, to acute kidney injury (AKI) in patients. Enabling them to respond faster and avoid kidney damage.\(^{198}\) The App has a ‘service agreement’,\(^{199}\) which stipulates that the NHS uses the App for free unless DeepMind’s running costs surpass £15,000.\(^{200}\) This has meant that the App has not gone through a public procurement process as the App is used for free. In 2015, the partners signed an Information Sharing Agreement, and then later a Memorandum of Understanding in 2016, which transferred identifiable patient data from the Royal Free to DeepMind. This transfer was deemed unlawful by the Information Commissioner’s Office.\(^{201}\)

Recently, DeepMind has announced it will be passing over the Streams App to its parent company Google.\(^{202}\) The company has pledged that patient data remains under the strict control of NHS Trusts “and all decisions about its use will continue to lie with them,”\(^{203}\) However, the company has been criticised for “betraying patient trust”, and dismantling its Independent Review Panel.\(^{204}\)

However, there remain some blurred boundaries. It is unclear how a procurement process could have been triggered in the partnership model presented in Figure 12 if running costs surpassed £15,000 as the Royal Free would have already been using the product.

It is also important to consider at what stage data are being used for products or services development, as it will impact whether procurement or partnership is necessary. Some
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products or services require data for research and development, while other products or services that have been created will only rely on data to run i.e. a product or service that requires the input of live patient data to make real-time decisions. The latter is more suited to procurement, demonstrated by Figure 11. However, often products will require data at both stages, meaning that partnerships might eventually need to go through procurement, once the research and development stage has been finished. In addition, the *Life Sciences Industrial Strategy* highlights that NHS procurement processes can “make it very difficult for SMEs to find a route to market”, thus creating an uneven playing field.

There are, however, more structured innovation processes such as the Small Business Research Initiative (SBRI) (see Figure 13). It offers a pathway to connect public sector needs with innovative ideas and solutions from the private sector. These are divided by different sectors, the healthcare SBRI is led by the Academic Health and Sciences Networks (AHSN) that have been set up to encourage health innovation across the UK.

Figure 13: SBRI process

Under this initiative, the NHS can identify a market need and run a competition for businesses to compete for funding in return for providing solutions to health and care needs. The programme is aimed at SMEs, as it provides vital assistance to smaller companies in the early stages of creation but is, despite the name, open to all business. The advantage of this more structured innovation is that government can have more control over the products or services created with the private sector, ensuring they cater to the demands of health and care. Once a product or service has been created, the public sector has the right to license the subsequent technology, however its IP remains with the company enabling growth and wealth creation for the UK economy. Thus far, the programme has awarded contracts and managed to bring products to market.

However, there are some disadvantages to the SBRI model. As shown in Figure 13 the maximum amount of funding is limited, which might constrain the type of innovation being developed or might necessitate further private finance. In addition, the competition is a one-off, meaning that most other companies that apply will not be supported in any way and will most likely not survive post-competition, as highlighted by one of the interviews for this paper.
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The Government has launched the Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund (ISCF) to support UK science and business innovation and help research and product or service development. Part of this fund makes NHS data available to industry competitors who can offer product solutions for: early diagnosis and precision medicine, healthy ageing, and leading-edge healthcare.\textsuperscript{212} Up to £50 million is available for the creation of Centres of Excellence for healthcare which will be tailored towards helping SMEs test new products that use new technologies such as artificial intelligence within the NHS.\textsuperscript{213} Alongside the ISCF, as part of the wider Industrial Strategy in the UK,\textsuperscript{214} the Government has recently announced an AI Sector Deal worth £1 billion, £300 million of which comes from private-sector finance, some of which comes from Japan and Canada.\textsuperscript{215} The deal puts into action some of the recommendations in the House of Lords report ‘AI in the UK: ready, willing and able?’ and is focused on creating the right ecosystem in the UK for a thriving AI industry.

Partnership models seem to offer more flexibility at the early stages of the innovation process and might be a way to alleviate some of the concerns around the potentially ill-fitted nature of current procurement processes for data-driven technologies. However, there might be a need to clarify the boundaries between some commercial partnerships and procurement processes. In addition, Figure 12 shows the importance of having the legal and commercial skills to negotiate a “change of control clause” – a provision in an agreement giving “a party certain rights in connection with a change in ownership or management of the other party to the agreement” – in commercial contracts.\textsuperscript{216}

### 4.5 Commercial and legal skills

To create a thriving healthcare ecosystem in which the private sector acts as a partner to the public, Government will need the right skills to negotiate these partnerships.\textsuperscript{217} However, this will require a significant amount of upskilling. This has been recognised in Matt Hancock’s vision for the future of the NHS which highlights the need to “build in-house capability to procure data-driven technologies and manage commercial arrangements”.\textsuperscript{218}

NHS Digital’s Capability 2020 review found that there were “gaps in expertise [...and] legal capacity”, compared to the banking sector, which can offer higher salaries, being a key competitor for this labour.\textsuperscript{219} It also found “the structure of the workforce is unsustainable with significantly more senior people than junior in commercial, and in procurement not enough senior people.”\textsuperscript{220} The review concluded that a “bigger inhouse capability” would be necessary to bridge the skills gap in NHS digital for working with the private sector.\textsuperscript{221}

NHS England has sought to address this gap in its workforce through the NHS Digital Academy, a virtual organisation set up to develop a new generation of excellent digital leaders.\textsuperscript{222} In partnership with Imperial College London, the University of Edinburgh and Harvard Medical School, it “provides a year-long world class learning programme”.\textsuperscript{223} One of its modules specifically seeks to address the gap around commercial skills and procurement. However, it may take some time for this programme to impact the prevalence of commercial and legal skills on the ground, as the first cohort only started in April 2018.
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At the early stage of partnership discussions, NHS organisations will need to be savvy in drawing up contracts, applying the most suitable and proportionate models when negotiating clauses with the private sector. There was a near consensus among interviewees that these frameworks and models will need to be flexible and tailored to a specific context. These might vary depending on the application and size of the company as it is crucial that SMEs benefit from a level playing field.

Having an even distribution of commercial skills at Trust-level would be unfeasible as those skills are a scarce resource within the public sector. They are also a very expensive resource. The Treasury’s report on knowledge assets recommends the establishment of a “centre of expertise within government to provide advice and support on the technical, legal and financial aspects for generating and exploiting knowledge assets.” Establishing this centre at a national level would avoid issues around vacant positions at a local level because attracting that talent is not easy. Nevertheless, when setting up this ‘centre of expertise’ it is important that policy makers are aware of the risk of regulatory capture – when a regulatory agency advances the concerns of commercial interest groups rather than acting in the public interest.

**Recommendation 10**

The Department of Health and Social Care should invest in creating a new independent unit with legal and business experts to help NHS organisations negotiate fair and proportionate partnerships. It would ensure that NHS organisations can have access to consistent and necessary advice in order to negotiate fair partnership with SMEs. The negotiation of partnerships should be done by this unit on behalf of Trusts when dealing with Large Enterprise or SMEs whose parent companies are Large Enterprise.

---
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Conclusion

The wealth of data collected and controlled by NHS organisations is extremely valuable for the improvement of direct patient care and the productivity of the healthcare system.227 States around the world, from Israel228 to South Korea,229 are heavily investing in digital health programmes as there is huge potential for data-driven innovation in healthcare.230 With one of the oldest national health services in the world, the UK has a uniquely large and diverse population health-data resource which could give the country a competitive advantage on the global stage.231

Healthcare data are primarily used for the purposes of patient care but can sometimes be accessed by organisations outside of the NHS for research and development or product and service development purposes. Industry access to healthcare data are more contentious in the eyes of the public than access by academic institutions for example.232 Nevertheless, partnerships with industry are necessary to reap the full benefits of data-driven innovation.

The DoHSC’s code of conduct for data-driven health and care technology stipulates that “any benefits from partnerships between technology companies and health and care providers are shared fairly”.233 However, prior to this code there was no guidance on what partnerships should look like when there is access to data to create a product or service. This has meant that Trusts have been independently building partnerships with the private sector, creating a patchwork on the ground.234

At a national level, there is both a lack of clarity on developments at a local level as well as a lack of a strategic understanding about the consequences of the current commercial models. What might seem fair at a local level might lead to a poor outcome on a national level such as further entrenching healthcare inequalities. In addition, finding the appropriate ways to engage with patients on the types of commercial models that might be deemed fair is crucial. Patients need to have trust that their data are being used ethically for the public benefit whilst preserving their privacy.

As highlighted by the British Academy and Royal Society "societies can act in advance to create well-founded responses that contribute to bringing the benefits of disruptive technologies into being."235 The DoHSC needs to develop a clear national strategy that seeks to optimise the value of data held by NHS organisations when it is accessed for commercial purposes. This will ensure that the value of data held by NHS organisations is optimised between patients, NHS organisations and industry for public benefit.


231 Select Committee on Artificial Intelligence, AI in the UK: Ready, Willing and Able, Report of Session 2017–19 (House of Lords, 2018) p.68; Bell, Life Sciences Industrial Strategy – A Report to the Government from the Life Sciences Sector; ‘A Revolution in Health Care is Coming’, p.50, The Economist, 1 February 2018; Aldrick, ‘Data Could Be a Huge Source of Funding for the NHS and We Are about to Give It Away’.


234 Ream et al., Accelerating Artificial Intelligence in Health and Care: Results from a State of the Nation Survey, 6.

235 British Academy and Royal Society, Data Management and Use: Governance in the 21st Century, 27.
## Appendix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Parties involved</th>
<th>Summary of research project or product/service</th>
<th>Terms of agreement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015 -</td>
<td>DeepMind and Royal Free NHS Foundation Trusts</td>
<td>The Streams App can alert clinicians to acute kidney injury in patients “up to 7 hours earlier”, enabling them to respond faster and avoid kidney damage.</td>
<td>A redacted version of the ‘Service Agreement’ can be found online:239 &gt; The Trust is the data controller acquiring data processing services from DeepMind to ‘support direct care of patients’ &gt; DeepMind own all the IP of any product, as well as a licence to use the Trusts’ background IP &gt; The Trust is entitled to no commercial benefit; it is being supplied a service, not a product &gt; The App provides ‘direct care’ and therefore there is ‘implied patient consent’ &gt; If DeepMind’s running costs surpass a threshold of £15,000, the NHS trust may have to cover extra costs for the service.240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>present</td>
<td>Has since been rolled out in Imperial; Tauton and Somerset; and Yeovil Trusts; DeepMind has recently announced the App would be scaled up by Google, out of the company’s control.</td>
<td>Eventually, it is supposed to become an AI assistant to help with diagnosis.238 However, it is currently used to help doctors communicate by sharing real-time patient data with doctors.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016 -</td>
<td>Moorfields Eye Hospital NHS Foundation Trust and DeepMind241</td>
<td>The partnership is a research collaboration between DeepMind and Moorfields Eye Hospital. AI is used to diagnose and detect eye disease, potentially faster and more accurately than doctors can.</td>
<td>Specifics of the agreement: &gt; Data security is ensured by DeepMind &gt; The agreement lasts five years with the possibility of renewal &gt; DeepMind accesses pseudonymised and/or anonymised data, therefore they do not need direct patient consent &gt; Once the agreement comes to an end, all the data collected will be destroyed – unless a new agreement is negotiated &gt; The algorithms used are owned by DeepMind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>present</td>
<td></td>
<td>Results found that the machine learning algorithm made the correct diagnoses 94.5 per cent of the time.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

237 Ibid.
240 Shead, ‘Google DeepMind is giving the NHS free access to its patient monitoring app.’
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Parties involved</th>
<th>Summary of research project or product/service</th>
<th>Terms of agreement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006 -</td>
<td>UK Biobank and various commercial and non-commercial actors&lt;sup&gt;242&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>The UK Biobank is a major national and international resource open to a variety of stakeholders (e.g., universities, private sector). Its aim is to improve prevention, diagnosis and treatment of life-threatening illnesses. The data from various blood, urine, and saliva samples, and detailed information from 500,000 people, is used primarily for research.&lt;sup&gt;243&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Data are licenced to external organisations who can prove that their research will have a positive impact on health. The terms of such agreements: &gt; Applicants will be expected to pay for access to the resource on a cost-recovery basis, with a fixed charge for managing the application review process and a variable charge depending on how many samples, tests and/or data are required for the approved research project &gt; UK Biobank will remain the controller of the database and samples but will have no financial claim over any inventions that are developed by researchers using the resource &gt; All users will be required to publish their findings and return their results to UK Biobank so that they are available for other researchers to use for health-related research that is in the public interest&lt;sup&gt;244&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>present</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018 -</td>
<td>UK Biobank and a consortium of pharmaceutical companies such as: Regeneron, AbbVie, Alnylam, AstraZeneca, Biogen and Pfizer&lt;sup&gt;245&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Regeneron et al. and UK Biobank data are being cleaned and used for research and drug testing. The pre-competitive consortium will fund the creation of genetic exome sequence data (500,000 genetic data records linked with other measures such as brain, heart, body imaging) for research. The main aim is to find and create new treatments.</td>
<td>Terms for partnership: &gt; All contributing $10 million each to the sequencing project &gt; The dataset will eventually be open access, but the consortium will get exclusive access until the end of 2020.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>242</sup> UK Biobank, ‘About’.  
<sup>243</sup> Ibid.  
<sup>244</sup> UK Biobank, ‘Researchers’, Webpage, UK Biobank, 28 November 2018.  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Parties involved</th>
<th>Summary of research project or product/service</th>
<th>Terms of agreement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2016 - present | Babylon Health    | The GP at Hand App is for patients to seek medical help online. The platform connects GPs with patients; so they can either have a consultation over the phone or book one online. This is supposed to cut waiting times and save GP time. It is also hoped that the App will be able to diagnose using AI. The company claimed that its diagnosing systems were on par with doctors. | The App has been commissioned by the NHS Hammersmith and Fulham CCG under a General Medical Services (GMS) contractual agreement:247  
> The App is free at the point of access, but patients will need to live within proximity to the GP at Hand’s surgeries or live and work in London zones 1-3  
> The App has other restrictions on access e.g. people who are under 16 or with complex needs  
> Patient data they collect can be shared back with the NHS  
> Data are also kept for Babylon’s own research. They write: “We may also retain your data for medical regulatory purposes, as legally required. On a fully anonymised basis, we may use the data for research purposes and to improve the services we deliver to all patients”  
> The App is still under trial, and progress in the Hammersmith and Fulham CCG will be monitored before thinking of scaling-up use  
The expansion of the App outside of London was recently blocked by NHS leaders for safety concerns.248  
The App exists outside of the NHS, and here Babylon collects health data through the App. It also has a relationship with Bupa, were it charges them £25 per appointment.249 |

246 BBC Two, ‘BBC Two – Horizon, 2018, Diagnosis on Demand?’  
249 Data Services for Commissioners, Data Quality Guidance for Providers and Commission
## Summary of research project or product/service

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Parties involved</th>
<th>Terms of agreement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2017 – present</td>
<td>Sensyne Health, University of Oxford and Oxford Hospital Foundation Trust, initially – Chelsea and Westminster Hospital NHS Foundation Trust and South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust are now also involved</td>
<td>The company has a partnership and a Memorandum of Understanding with NHS Trusts – the first being Oxford University Hospital Foundation Trusts and the University of Oxford.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sensyne Health is a healthcare technology company using AI and data science to develop new medicines and improve patient care.</td>
<td>The commercial model involves equity shares:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For example, the GDm-Health App, which is providing digital therapeutic management for diabetes during pregnancy, has been particularly successful. 98 per cent would recommend it to friends and family. It has also significantly reduced caesarean sections. The company estimates a cost saving of £230 per patient.</td>
<td>&gt; Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust, and Chelsea &amp; Westminster NHS Foundation Trust, have equity shares of 6 per cent, 3.7 per cent and 3.7 per cent respectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The company hopes to become an example of how a commercial company can partner with an NHS organisation.</td>
<td>&gt; It appears that NHS Trusts will own 10 per cent collectively, so it is assumed that each time an NHS Trust joins, the other Trusts’ shares reduce in size.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Alder Play App collects data to identify patterns such as food queries, but does not collect any personal data other than email addresses.</td>
<td>&gt; Each Trust is also offered a “double bottom-line return” which is £5 million worth of shares, as well as a royalty on any product developed using its data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016 – present</td>
<td>Adler Hey Children’s NHS Foundation Trust, IBM Watson and Science and Technology Facilities Council (STFC)</td>
<td>IBM Watson services have been procured through the Technologic Facilities Council for Adler Hey Children’s NHS Foundation Trust.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In 2016 Alder Hey announced a new ‘Cognitive Hospital’ which would use IBM Watson technology to harness the power of Big Data. According to IBM, the partnership will improve the patient experience, direct care and potentially create efficiency savings. One recent product development is the Alder Play App, an AI powered patient App and webpage. It allows incoming patients to ask a chatbot questions and helps improve children’s experiences of hospitals by helping them earn rewards for visiting parts of the hospital.</td>
<td>&gt; IBM Watson technology is used by the hospital to exploit its own data asset, meaning IBM has no need to access NHS data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&gt; IBM is contributing £200m, and the government £115m, for research into ‘Big Data’ applications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&gt; The Alder Play App collects data to identify patterns such as food queries, but does not collect any personal data other than email addresses.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

250 Sensyne Health, ‘Sensyne Health: AI Powered Clinical Solutions’.  
253 Ibid  
254 Cookson, ‘Drayson Floats Medical AI Group Sensyne Health on Aim’.  
255 Ibid.  
257 Ibid.  
260 Armstrong, ‘Alder Hey’s “Cognitive Hospital” Aims to Turn NHS Use of AI on Its Head’, 1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Parties involved</th>
<th>Summary of research project or product/service</th>
<th>Terms of agreement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2017 - 2018 | NHS Digital and various commercial companies such as: Northgate Public Services Ltd; Capita; IQVIA Solutions UK Ltd; HEALTH IQ Ltd; Method Analytics Ltd; Meditrends Ltd; Lightfoot Solutions; Harvey Walsh Ltd; Device Access UK Ltd | Each company will be using different datasets for different purposes, such as research and development. | Data sharing agreements effectively give a third party (e.g., university or private-sector company) a licence to use the data:  
> Users pay a fee for the licence to cover the cost for NHS Digital, which costs £1,000 for set-up and the first year's service. There is an Annual Service Charge of £1,000  
> The owner of the licence can sublet this agreement  
> If NHS Digital feels that the agreement has been breached, it will charge the user up to £15,000 for an audit if it is found to have breached the terms. |
| 2012 - present | Clinical Practice Research Datalink (CPRD) | CPRD collects and links de-identified patient data from a network of GP practices and other health-related longitudinal data such as HES controlled by NHS Digital. Data are provided for research that will bring about health benefits and medical advancement. | A licence to use data is granted by the Independent Scientific Advisory Committee which independently reviews research requests to access data from CPRD.  
The CPRD has two main types of licences:  
> An Individual Study Licence for one-off study  
> An Unlimited Licence for an annual subscription  
It has a three-tiered pricing model for:  
> Non-commercial customers (academic, government, charity)  
> Commercial mid-tier customers (single entity commercial organisations), and  
> Commercial multi-affiliate organisations  
The price of an Individual Study Licence for most of CPRD’s link data is £4,000 irrespective of the customer sector. The Individual Study Licence for primary care data is £15,000, £30,000 or £60,000 for each tier, respectively. A Multi-Study Licence for primary care data is approximately 5 times the price of the Individual Study Licence.  
The review process for each licence has multiple stages. The priority is ensuring the owner of the license is a reputable bona fide research organisation which is going to use the data to conduct research for public benefit – it is expected that all research and results will be published.  
The terms of the licence include:  
> Restrictions preventing the owner of the licence from merging the data with other data sources; transferring the data to third parties other than as strictly permitted through the customer's licence; or selling the data or incorporating it in to a product. Crucially, however, the results of the research using the data are owned by the licensee and not further restricted  
> All CPRD data must be destroyed on the completion of the study and/or licence term; the data cannot be used to measure effectiveness of sales or advertising campaigns. |

[261 For more information, http://theysolditanyway.com/ website has a further examples of NHS Digital data release register.]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Parties involved</th>
<th>Summary of research project or product/service</th>
<th>Terms of agreement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015 -</td>
<td>DrDoctor and various health Trusts, such as Guy’s Foundation Trust&lt;sup&gt;262&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>An App that helps patients make appointments and reminders. The Trusts are expected to make a £2.5 million to £3.5 million return from the App.</td>
<td>This example follows procurement via the G-Cloud framework. Alongside this, it has had to make separate data sharing agreements with each Trust, sometimes a costly experience for DrDoctor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>present</td>
<td></td>
<td>Outcomes thus far: Improve referral-to-treatment time; increase attendance by over 15 per cent; reduce non-attendance by 47 per cent.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017 -</td>
<td>Ultromics&lt;sup&gt;263&lt;/sup&gt; a spin out from the University of Oxford and now partnered with 20 NHS hospitals&lt;sup&gt;264&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Creating new diagnostic aids for cardiologists using AI. Initial findings indicate the AI could increase the accuracy of diagnoses by 80-90 per cent.</td>
<td>The trial agreement: &gt; Ultromics have access to NHS data across various wards and use data to run algorithms to diagnose heart disease &gt; It has said publicly that whatever diagnostic products it creates would be shared for free with the NHS &gt; The company have said that the products could potentially save the NHS £300 million a year by reducing the number of people who are incorrectly diagnosed&lt;sup&gt;265&lt;/sup&gt; The company intends to bring technology to the USA and UK markets.  &lt;sup&gt;266&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>present</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002 –</td>
<td>National Joint Registry (NJR) and various commercial companies</td>
<td>Most companies use the data to judge the success of their hip or joint replacements and other health products/services associated with joints.&lt;sup&gt;267&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>The NJR has different costings for different stakeholders. The principle of the subscription rate is that ‘you pay what you can’. It is a cost-recovery model: &gt; The data comes from the NHS web portal. The NJR will clean and analyse the data – which the NHS will get back for free &gt; Commercial companies will pay a subscription of £3,500 per year, large companies pay more &gt; Data comes with analytical report – but a report or bespoke data will cost extra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>present</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>262</sup> DrDoctor, ‘Home’, Webpage, 2018.  
<sup>263</sup> Ultromics, ‘Revolutionising Cardiovascular Diagnosis’, Webpage, Ultromics, n.d.  
<sup>264</sup> Leontina Postelnicu, ‘Start-Ups Leveraging AI to Improve Outcomes and Put Patients in Control of Their Care’, Webpage, MobiHealthNews, 2 October 2018; Pete Hughes, ‘JR AI to Detect Heart Disease Could Be Rolled out across the UK’, Oxford Mail, 4 January 2018.  
<sup>266</sup> Ibid.  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Parties involved</th>
<th>Summary of research project or product/service</th>
<th>Terms of agreement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2016 -</td>
<td>Kheiron Medical, several universities, the NHS and seed funders</td>
<td>Kheiron Medical, a machine learning company focused on supporting radiologists to tackle breast cancer. The company brings together experts from academia (Oxford, Cambridge, Edinburgh, McGill, KTH, University College London [UCL] and Imperial College), and clinical experts.</td>
<td>Kheiron has a partnership with the NHS platformed by grant funding and data sharing agreements:&lt;br&gt;  &gt; Grants have been provided by various UK and EU organisations. One example is the NHS England Wave 2 Test Bed project with the East Midlands Radiology Consortium (EMRAD), which Kheiron was awarded in a competition.  &gt; Kheiron is also involved in two out of the five ISCF Centres of Excellence for AI in digital radiology and pathology  Some of these public-sector grants also provide money to the NHS partner to produce the resources the SME needs to develop products or services  The company has also published on its website that it hopes to create a commercial strategy with the NHS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>present</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Skin Analytics Ltd and Imperial College Health Partners AHSN271</td>
<td>Currently in development, the partnership is pioneering two new technologies which should enable cost-effective population-based screening for skin cancer. The company has already built two AI melanoma screening tools for assessing pigmented lesions in primary care and earlier. Some can be used at home on a personal mobile. The two extra products under development will be used in addition to the others.</td>
<td>The partnership is platformed by the SBRI healthcare initiative.&lt;br&gt;  &gt; Skin Analytics has won competition as part of the ISCF data to early programme. The funding will help them support the development of two products for the diagnosis of skin cancer.  &gt; The project has thus far received £99,941 from government funding  Prior to the partnership, the company had received private funding for a start-up. One product was initially priced at £40 and aimed at families and consumers, rather than medical professionals.  The company is also conducting research with 7 NHS hospitals, led by the Royal Free. It is the first prospective study for AI and melanoma, and the company promises to share the research results in early 2019.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

270 Ibid.
272 SBRI Healthcare, ‘Skin Analytics Ltd’, Webpage, SBRI Healthcare, 2017
273 Laura Rosbrow-Telem, ‘Skin Analytics’ Smartphone Lens Screens for Skin Cancer’, Webpage, Geektime, 16 October 2015.
274 Skin Analytics, ‘Pioneering Research’
Glossary

**Anonymised data:** data “about individuals but with identifying details removed”. 275

**Artificial intelligence:** any manmade agent (i.e. computer programme or robot) that exhibits intelligence. Intelligence is defined as an “agent’s ability to achieve goals in a wide range of environments.” 276

**Audit trail:** a record of everyone who has looked at or changed a record, why and when they did so and what changes they made. 277

**Consent (and its different forms):** “approval or agreement for something to happen after consideration. For consent to be legally valid, the individual must be informed, must have the capacity to make the decision in question and must give consent voluntarily.” 278

**Explicit Consent:** “It can be given in writing or verbally, or conveyed through another form of communication such as signing.” 279 **Implied consent:** “applicable only within the context of direct care of individuals. It refers to instances where the consent of the individual patient can be implied without having to make any positive action, such as giving their verbal agreement for a specific aspect of sharing information to proceed.” 280

**Data architecture:** this is the overall environment of data and includes frameworks, models, standards, policies, data management, data quality, unstructured data etc.

**Data controller:** “a person who (either alone or jointly or in common with other persons) determines the purposes for which and the manner in which any personal data are, or are to be, processed.” 281

**Data-driven technologies:** in this paper the term will describe any technology that uses data as part of its creation and not just or solely as part of its functioning. An example would be a machine learning algorithm which needs data to be trained on.

**Data processor:** “any person (other than an employee of the data controller) who processes the data on behalf of the data controller.” 282

**Data subject:** “an individual who is the subject of personal data”. 283

**Data standards:** the rules by which data are described and recorded. In order to share data properly, the format and the meaning of the data must be standardised.

**Information governance:** the way in which organisations management the way information and data are handled to ensure it is legal, secure, efficient and effective. 284

**Intangible asset:** a “non-monetary asset without a physical substance”. An asset is defined as “any resource controlled by a company which generate future economic benefits and has an associated cost or value which can be reliably measured.” 285

**Knowledge asset:** a type of intangible asset. It defines a wide-range of intellectual resources such as intellectual property (IP), software, data, technological expertise, organisational know-how, etc. 286

277 National Data Guardian for Health and Care, Information: To Share or Not to Share? Information Governance Review.
279 Ibid.
280 Ibid.
281 Information Commissioner’s Office, Guide to Data Protection.
282 Ibid.
283 Ibid.
284 National Data Guardian for Health and Care, Information: To Share or Not to Share? Information Governance Review.
285 Centre for Economics and Business Research, Data on the Balance Sheet, 2.
286 HM Treasury, Getting Smart about Intellectual Property and Other Intangibles in the Public Sector: Budget 2018.
Machine learning: a subset of AI that allows computer systems to learn by analyzing huge amounts of data and drawing insights from it rather than following pre-programmed rules.287

Metadata: information that describes other data by providing a description of its content.288 For example, a digital image may include information on its size, resolution, when the image was created etc.

Personal identifiable data: data “containing details that identify individuals”.289

Pseudonymised data: data “about individuals but with identifying details (such as name or NHS number) replaced with a unique code.”290

Population/aggregate data: “anonymised information grouped together so that it doesn’t identify” individuals.291

289 NHS Digital, ‘How We Look after Information’.
290 Ibid.
291 Ibid.
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